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Abstract. In spite of both positivisticand instrumentalresearch,
the reliability of measuring the degree of internationalizationof
a firm remains speculative.We collected data on nine attributes
of seventy-four American manufacturingMNCs. Alpha, factor,
and frequency analyses revealed a linear combination of five
variables with a reliability coefficient of .79 as a measure of the
degree of internationalizationof a firm. We discuss the statistical
and conceptual propertiesof the scale and their implicationsfor
content and construct validity.

The validation of theories of international business has not matched the
robustness of their development. Confirmation has been hindered by the
lack of reliable measures, the ensuing inability to disentangle the distorting
influencesof measurementerror,andultimately,the impossibilityof establishing
contentand constructvalidity. The absence of a coherentapproachto establish
the validity of measurements results in empirical investigations that are
disjointed and inconclusive, a proliferation of partially tested or untested
propositions, and a segregation of the theory-building process from the
hypothesis-testing phase of research. Consequently, we are unable to create
a cumulative structure of theoretical, derived and empirical concepts that
provide purpose to subsequent studies.

For example, despite its theoretical and practical centrality, estimating the
degree of internationalization (DOI) of a firm remains arbitrary. Some
scholars, relying on the loosely structured or even unstructured inductive
frameworks of the instrumental approach, try to infer the DOI of a firm by
examining the evolution, structure,and processes of relationships among its
demographic, strategic, market, organizational, product, and attitudinal
characteristicsof internationalexpansion [JohansonandVahlne 1977;Forsgren
1989; Welch andLuostarinen1988]. The moot externalvalidity of gestalt-type
measures has proved troublesome. Such measures do not document the
reliability of measurementand, in turn,the validity of interpretation[Phillips
and Bagozzi 1985]. This method tends to inflate or deflate the observed
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association among variables,therebyincreasingthe odds of accepting findings
despite their contradiction of received theory [Nunnally 1978]. Instrumental
research is prone to more than the usual amount of random errorgiven that
informants, researchers, or assistants must make inferences about macro
phenomena, presume actors' motivations, and performaggregations of tasks
and events [Seidler 1974]. When a single researchermakes the call, analyses
are susceptible to systematic error due to his or her interpretation of the
process [Ericsson and Simon 1980]. Finally, in both cases, reconstructing
the often idiographic sequence of internationalization requires pinpointing
many events and relationships; failure to specify, represent, and control for
randomandsystematic errorin measurementcan lead to inconsistentestimates
[CookandCampbell1979].The consequenceof thesedeficienciesis exemplified
by the contradictoryreportsregardingthe sequence of internationalization,as
postulatedby Johansonand Vahlne [1977]. Cavusgil and Godiwalla [1982:53]
conclude that "studies of British, Swedish, French, and American firms all
supporta gradualpatternin internationalization."Othersreportthatthe thesis
of incrementalinternationalizationfails to explainthe phenomenon[Millington
and Bayliss 1990; Sullivan and Bauerschmidt 1990; Tumbull 1987].

In search of greaterprecision, some scholars apply positivistic principles and
try to differentiateDOI by blocking on a single criterion.These researchers
study the relationship between single independent and dependent variables,
relying on deductive frameworksto structureanalysis. Proxies of DOI include
foreign subsidiaries'sales as a percentageof total sales [StopfordandDunning
1983], foreign assets as a percentage of total assets [Daniels and Bracker
1989], and number of foreign subsidiaries [Stopford and Wells 1972].
Granted,a single item facilitatesreplication.However, the medley of measures
has neither helped establish a standard criterion nor clarified the content
validity of measurement. These outcomes are inevitable. A single item does
not permit one to take measurementerrorinto account in analyses [Campbell
and Fiske 1959; Schoenfeldt 1984]. In terms of testing hypotheses, the
impossibility of determining the reliability of a single measure increases the
probability of a Type I or Type II error[Bagozzi, Youjae and Phillips 1991].
Nunnally [1978] notes that using a single measure for a concept creates the
risk that the measure will be confounded by existing method biases. Also,
employing a common methodto derivemeasuresof independentanddependent
variables can artificially increase the association observed therein [Bollen
1989; McDonald and Marsh 1990]. Furthermore, because a single item
represents only a limited portion of the domain, it tends to misrepresent the
construct. Similarly, when only a single item-or even just a single aspect
of a multi-attributedomain-is used, any unusual circumstances that might
distort the validity of the measure will contaminate, if not ruin, the results
[Nunnally 1978]. Finally, studies utilizing a single item often use parametric
statistical techniques but neglect many of the controls for method variance
thatMitchell [1985] emphasizes to ensure consistency with theirpresumption
of an absence of measurement error.
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Consequently, we often lack the statistical evidence to support the premise
that measurements and concepts correspond. Buckley and Casson
[1983:201] as well as Geringer, Beamish and daCosta [1989:118] illustrate
this limitation;reportingresultsgained by using a single-item measureof DOI,
the fonner attributethe "mixed results"of the effects of the internationalization
of a firm to the problems of accurate measurement of DOI, while the latter
caution that their single-item indicatorof "the degree of internationalization
represents a rough measure, and future research may improve upon its
operationalization." Thus, the seemingly routine caveat regarding possible,
if not probable, measurement error in positivistic research underscores the
risk thata single-item measuremay resultin spuriousconfirmationor distorted
estimates of the relationships allegedly constituting internationalization.

A Case in Point

Some may counter that the preceding contradictions and conditionalities are
the by-product of research that has not yet reached critical mass. A detailed
illustrationrejectsthis supposition.An elemental issue of internationalbusiness
is whether diversifying internationally improves the financial performance
of a firm. A priori, the practices of thousands of companies indicate yes.
However, looking to the literaturefor confirmationprovesfutile.We categorized
seventeen empirical studies of the relationship between the DOI of a firm
and its financial performance on the basis of whether the study found a
positive, indeterminate,or negative relationship.Table 1 shows thatsix studies
reported a positive, six an indeterminate, and five a negative relationship.
The theoreticalclarityof therelationshipbetweenDOI andfinancialperformance
makes such empirical disarray disturbing. Searching for an explanation
prompted evaluating the design of these seventeen studies. Table 2 shows
that great care had been taken to study representative and diverse firms and
develop meaningful measures of financial performance. However, glaring
in its consistency is the inevitable use of Foreign Sales as a Percentage of

TABLE 1
The Reported Direction of the Relationship between Degree of
Internationalization and the Financial Performance of the Firm

Positive Indeterminate Negative

Vernon [1971 Horst [1973] Siddharthan& Lall[1982]
Dunning [1985] Hughes, Logue &Sweeny Kumar[1984]
Grant [1987] [1975] Michel & Shaked [1986]
Grant, Jammine & Buckley, Dunning & Pearce Shaked [1986]

Thomas [1988] [1977] Collins [1990]
Daniels & Bracker [1989] Rugman, Lecraw & Booth [1985]
Geringer, Beamish & Yoshihara [1985]

daCosta [1989] Buhner [1987]
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TABLE 2
Summary of Empirical Studies of the Relationship between

Financial Performance and the Degree of Internationalization

Measure Measure of
Study Sample of DOI Performance Report

Vernon The Fortune 500 in FSTS ROS MNCs earned higher ROS
[1971] 1964 ROA and higher post-tax ROA

than did non-MNCs.

Horst 1191 United States FSTS Net profits Aftercontrollingfor firm
[1973] Industrialfirms size, unable to discriminate

MNCs from non-MNCs on
basis of net profits.

Hughes, 46 U.S. MNCs FSTS Beta; Risk- MNCs had higher risk-
Logue & 50 U.S. non-MNCs adjusted adjusted returnsto
Sweeny returns shareholders, but lower
[1975] average returns to

shareholders as well as a
lower average beta.

Siddharthan The 500 and 100 FSTS Firm Controllingforfirmsize,
& Lall largest U.S. and non- growth advertisingintensity,R&D
[1982] U.S. MNCs, intensity,scale economies,

respectively, in 1972 and profitabilityindicatesthat
DOIhad a negative effect on
the rate of firmgrowth.

Kumar 672 Britishfirms, FSTS ROS, MNCs outperformednon-
[1984] 1972-1976 ROA MNCs for both ROS and

ROA;however, OLS
revealed negative but
nonsignificantrelationship
between FSTS and profits.

Buckley, The 636 and 866 FSTS ROA Results are"somewhat
Dunning & largest MNCs of the inconsistent";while
Pearce world, respectively, statisticallysignificant in
[19771 for 1972 and 1977 1972 for full sample,

relationshipwas
insignificantfor the full and
U.S. sample in 1977.

Dunning 188 large British FSTS ROS Degree of multinationality
[1985] MNCs, 1979 had a positive but

statistically insignificant
relationshipwith ROS.

Yoshihara The largest 118 FSTS ROE MNCs outperformednon-
[1985] Japanese firms MNCS in terms of ROS

but the differences were
not statisticallysignificant.

Rugman, The 50, 50, FSTS ROE No evidence of excessive
Lecraw& 20, 10, and 24, profitsfor MNCs. Most
Booth respectively, largest MNCs had ROE between
[1985] U.S., European, 10%-14%,which were

Japanese, Canadian, similarto the ROE of
and ThirdWorld domestic firms of similar
MNCs size.
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TABLE 2
(continued)

Measure Measure of
Study Sample of DOI Performance Report

Shaked 58 U.S. MNCs, FSTS ROA, ROA did not differ
[1986] 43 non-U.S. Beta significantlybetween MNCs

MNCs for 1980-1982 and domestic firms. MNCs
had lower systematic risk,
odds of insolvency, and
equity variability,but also
experienced lower sales
growth than domestic firms.

Michel & 58 U.S. MNCs FSTS Risk- Risk-adjusted returns to
Shaked and 43 non-U.S. adjusted stockholders were higher
[1986] MNCs for 1973- returns for domestic firms than for

1982 MNCs.

Grant 304 Britishfirms FSTS Sales Internationalizationwas
[1987] for 1968-1984 growth; positively associated with

ROS, ROA, superior profitabilityover a
ROE period of thirteen years.

Buhner 40 West German FSTS Risk- Single business firms with
[1987] firms adjusted high degrees of internation-

returns, alization outperformed
ROE, ROA other firms. Performance

between others was not
significantlydifferent.

Grant, 304 Britishfirms FSTS ROA No evidence of an
Jammine & for 1972-1984 association between high
Thomas levels of DOI and a
[1988] significant downturnin

profitability.

Daniels & 116 U.S. MNCs FSTS; ROS, Performance improved
Bracker FATA ROA significantlyas FSTS and
[1989] FATA increased to 50%.

While not a significant
association, performance
seemed to fall as FSTS
and FATAincreased
beyond this threshold.

Geringer, The largest 100 U.S. FSTS ROS, Financial performance
Beamish & and 100 European ROA improved monotonically as
daCosta MNCs of 1981 FSTS grew but peaked
[1989] and declined when FSTS

crossed the revealed
threshold of 60%-80% of
internationalization.

Collins 150 firms FSTS Total risk, Performanceof MNCswith
[1990] of the Leverage, developed countryDFIwas

Fortune 500 Beta equal to domestic firmsbut
the performanceof MNCs
withoperationsin developing
countrieswas inferiorto other
MNCsand domesticfirms.
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Total Sales (FSTS) as the sole estimator of DOI; each of the seventeen
studies designated this ratio as the independent variable. By no means did
we selectively include only studies that set FSTS as the independentvariable.
Selection was more randomthan not. Indeed, including less visible research
would have only further dramatized that the vast majority of empirical
studies of DOI and financial performance estimated the former construct
with a measure that is intrinsically unreliable and has, at best, speculative
validity. The consequence of the consistency of using FSTS is stark:we are
unable to state with certainty that internationaldiversification will improve
the financial performance of a firm.

THE RESEARCHISSUE

Fiske [1982:82] charged that method variance in social science research is
"pervasive, ubiquitous." Phillips and Bagozzi [1985] and Bagozzi, Youjae
and Phillips [1991:405] concurred, reporting that among extant studies in
organizationalresearch,method varianceis "not only prevalent,but relatively
large." More precisely, Schmidt and Hunter [1981] reportedthat up to 72%
of the variance in correlational studies is due to measurement and sampling
error.There is little cause, given the contradictions and caveats noted above
as well as the implications of Tables 1 and 2, to believe that international
business research is immune to this virus. This paper tries to address this
flaw. It describes an effort to improve the content validity of measuring the
DOI of a firm. Two parametersframe our efforts: one, a priori, the eventual
measure tries to integratethe instrumentaland positivistic methods and, two,
the eventual measure only uses archivaldata in orderto facilitate replication.

RESEARCHMETHODS

Sample

Since 1979,Forbeshas annuallyrankedthe "Most International"100 American
manufacturingand service firms on the basis of total foreign revenues.From
1979 to 1990, the Forbes rankings included 119 manufacturingcompanies.
The sample for this study consisted of 74 manufacturingfirms from this set.1

Undoubtedly, this group of MNCs had some sampling and criterionbias. We
believe the former was slight given that these 74 MNCs are representativeof
the type of company thatwill be studied with the eventual measure. Chandler
[1986:409] offers corroboration.His analysis of the evolution of the MNC
found thatcompanies in seven industries-food, chemical and allied products,
pharmaceuticals, petroleum and refining, industrial machines, electronics,
and transportation-have accounted for the majority of U.S. MNCs since
the 1880s.2 More precisely, he reported that approximately 74% of the
200 largest U.S. MNCs consistently were from these industries.These seven
industries contribute 83% of our sample.

Concerning criterion bias, Forbes ranks MNCs according to the absolute
level of foreign revenues. Ranking MNCs according to another criterion
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would change the composition of the sample. However, as did Buckley,
Dunning and Pearce [1977], Beamish and daCosta [1984], Stopford and
Dunning [1983], and Daniels and Bracker [1989], we accept the premise
that a company's foreign sales are a meaningful first-order indicator of its
involvement in internationalbusiness.

Research Variables

Nunnally [1978:258] concluded that "since content validity depends on a
rationalappealto an adequatecoverage of importantcontent,an explicit outline
of content provides a basis for discussing content validity." The literature
suggests that the DOI of a firm has three attributes:performance (what goes
on overseas, Vernon [1971]), structural (what resourcesare overseas,Stopford
and Wells [1972]), and attitudinal (what is top management's international
orientation, Perlmutter [1969]). Integrative works emphasize thatDOI is not
an absolute state but a continuous choice that managers make relative to
domesticcircumstances[Forsgren1989;WelchandLuostarinen1988].Therefore,
all measures are ratios. As noted earlier, there is no shortage of potential
measures. However, our rule of only using archival data restricted including
and, if need be, designing measures that we could estimate objectively.

Five measuresoperationalizethe performanceattributeof internationalization.
A common measure of DOI is Foreign Sales as a Percentage of Total Sales
(FSTS) [Daniels and Bracker 1989; Geringer, Beamish and daCosta 1989;
Stopford and Dunning 1983]. Caves [1982: 198] notes that "R & D activities
themselves predict the rise of MNEs," a report extended by Franko's
[1989:470] finding that Research and Development Intensity (RDI) was a
"principal, perhaps the principal, means of gaining market share in global
competition"; thus we included this variable. Similarly, Caves [1982:10],
Capon, Farley and Hoeing [1990], and Keown, Synodinos, Jacobs and
Worthley [1989] suggest that the scale of an MNC's marketing function,
routinely operationalized by Advertising Intensity (Al), helps explain a
firm's international involvement. Sullivan and Bauerschmidt [1989] report
that the degree of export activity-Export Sales as a Percentage of Total
Sales (ESTS)-discriminates the relative internationalizationof American and
European firms. Finally, Eppink and Van Rhijin [1988] suggest estimating
DOI with Foreign Profits as a Percentage of Total Profit (FPTP).

Two measures operationalize the structural attribute of DOI. Daniels and
Bracker [1989] used Foreign Assets as a Percentage of Total Assets (FATA)
to estimate the material internationalcharacterof a firm. Similarly, Stopford
and Wells [1972] and Vernon [1971] reason that the number of foreign
subsidiaries distinguishes the internationalinvolvement of a firm. Variability
in the scale and scope of subsidiaries among MNCs prompted standardizing
this index by gauging the number of foreign subsidiaries relative to the
company's total numberof distinct operatingunits for a measure of Overseas
Subsidiaries as a Percentage of Total Subsidiaries (OSTS).
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Measuring the attitudinal attributeof DOI is difficult in that archival data
do not inventory the psychometric attributes of managers or firms. While
the empirical literatureoffers no standards,conceptualworks proposeproxies.
Perlmutter [1969] and Maisonrouge [1983] reason that a top manager's
international orientation correlates positively with the extent of his or her
internationalexperience.Thus,we beganmeasuringTop Managers'International
Experience (TMIE) by tallying the cumulative duration of top managers'
international assignments, as identified by the firm and as summarized in
each manager's company-reported career history. We then weighted this
sum by the reported total number of years of work experience of the top
management team of the firm as identified by the firm.3

The second attitudinal measure tries to estimate the psychic dispersion of
the international operations of a firm. Elaborating the notion of bounded
rationality [March and Simon 1958], Johanson and Vahlne [1977] report
that the scope of interaction between home and host nationals, in terms of
the degree of psychic distance,correlatespositivelywith the internationalization
of the firm.4Sullivan andBauerschmidt[1990] operationalizepsychic distance
by estimating the geographical dispersion of the overseas subsidiaries of a
firm. We follow the same logic, but estimate the Psychic Dispersion of
InternationalOperations(PDIO)by calibratingthe dispersionof the subsidiaries
of a firm among the ten psychic zones of the world as identified by Ronen
and Shenkar [1985].5 Each zone has, as Hofstede [1993:84] and Adler,
Doktor and Redding [1986] suggest, a unique "cognitive map" of the
principles of management. Therefore, we presumed that the greater the
dispersion of an MNC's subsidiaries across these ten zones, the greater the
psychic dispersion of its internationaloperations.

Data Sources

We calculated FSTS, RDI, Al, ESTS, FPTP, and FATA with data obtained
from PC-Compustat and Annual Reports. To estimate TMIE,we used data
from the career histories of top managers as reported in Dun's Reference
Book of Corporate Managements [1991]. Dun's Directory of American
Corporate Families and International Affiliates, Volumes I and 1I [1991]
supplied the frequency and distribution of subsidiaries needed to calibrate
OSTSand PDIO. We calculateda three-yearaverage, from 1988 to 1990, for
FSTS, FATA, RDI, Al, ESTS, and FPTP to control for changes in exchange
rates and accounting standards. The comparatively slower rate of change
for OSTS, TMIEand PDIO along with data availability limitations led to a
single value per attributefor each MNC as of 1990.

Data Analysis

Nunnally [1978:257] notes that "although there are competing models for
special problems of measurement, there is no general competitor to the
linear model." The superiority of the linear model results from the capacity
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of a linearcombinationof single items to reducemeasurementerror,controlfor
confounds,andenableestimatingreliability[Bagozzi, YoujaeandPhillips 1991].
Therefore, we used Nunnally's [1978] "item-total analysis for constructing
homogenous measures" method to estimate the internal consistency of a
linear combination of single measures of DOI.6 This technique correlates
each potential item with the item-corrected scale score, the latter defined as
the sum of the scores of all other items. "Good" items were ones that
correlated significantly with the scale score. In this study, a "good" item
was one whose correlationwith the scale exceeded .291, the .01 significance
threshold from the critical points for testing zero correlation in a bivariate
normal distribution. Ideally, this method identifies a set of measures that as
a scale have a high alpha coefficient and as a cluster load on a single factor.
If so, the final check is the normality of the distributionof the values of the
sampled MNCs on the revealed measurement scale. To enrich analysis, we
also evaluated two pertinent concerns: the comparative robustness of a
multi-item scale relative to that of the conventional single-item measure as
well as the degree of criterion bias.

RESULTS

Among the seventy-four companies comprising the sample, no one type of
firm dominated: there were three single product,eighteen dominant product,
twenty-five related technology product,ten related marketingproduct, seven
related marketing and technology, and eleven unrelatedproductcompanies.7
On average, each firm participated in 19 different four-digit SIC segments,
with a low of 5 and a high of 51. The sample was biased toward large
MNCs: for 1990, the average Fortune 500 rank was 53; 63 firms ranked
among the Fortune 100; and ranks ranged from 1 to 152.

We applied the item-total analysis for constructing homogenous measures
method to the nine variables.The resultingscale's reliability,as representedby
the alpha coefficient, was .58. Two conditions pressed for additionalanalysis:
first, the item-total correlation of ESTS(ri=-.09), AI(ris=.07), RDI(ri =.04),
and FPTP(ri,=.02) fell below the thresholdof rj,i.291 and,second, Nunnally
[1978:245]advisesthat"in theearlystagesof research,reliabilitiesof .70 orhigher
will suffilce." Furthertestingfoundthatthe scale composed of FSTS(r5=.30),

FATA(ris=.41), OSTS(ris=.32), TMIE(ris=.37), and PDIO(ris=.42) attained
the highest reliability with an alpha of .79. We labelled this combinationthe
"Degree of InternationalizationScale" (DOIINTS)(see Table 3).

Factoranalysis showed thata single factor comprised DOIINm (see Table 4).
The scree and eigenvalue of the factor corroboratedthe structure.The factor
loadings precluded any ambiguity about the relationship between the factor
and measures. The communality for each of the items, except perhaps that
of TMIE,indicated that each explained a high proportion of the variance in
the variable.
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TABLE 3
Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for the Research Variables

Mean SD FSTS FPTP RDI Al ESTS FATA OSTS TMIE PDIO

FSTS .361 .14 1.00
FPTP .472 .84 .91 1.00
RDI .041 .17 -.01 -.11 1.00
Al .036 .21 -.01 .02 -.03 1.00
ESTS .073 .56 -.14 -.18 .30 -.20 1.00
FATA .318 .14 .87 .80 -.01 .07 -.20 1.00
OSTS .552 .19 .61 -.18 .53 .29 .22 .48 1.00
TMIE .095 .08 .32 .11 -.01 .21 -.01 .27 .14 1.00
PDIO .742 .18 .46 -.003 .21 .06 -.06 .34 .45 .35 1.00

TABLE 4
Final Statistics for Factor Analysis of Degree

of Internationalization Scale

Factor Variable Loading Communality

1 OSTS .9228 .8515
FSTS .9137 .8488
FATA .8808 .7125
PDIO .7465 .7125
TMIE .6806 .4632

Eigenvalue 2.8133

The final test was assessing the normality of the distribution of the values
of the seventy-four companies on the revealed scale of DOIINTS.Doing so
involved treatingFSTS,FATA,OSTS,TMIE,andPDIO as a linearcombination
and summing the value per attributefor each MNC (see Table 5). Because
the number of classes significantly influences the contour of the distribution,
we determined class width as advised by Anderson, Sweeny and Williams
[1983]. The plot of firms' value for DOIINTSsuggested a normal distribution.
Test of the goodness of fit of the distributionconfirmed this inference: the
computed X2of 5.73 was less than the test statistic of X25= 5.99. The plot
of the standardized scale scores also satisfied Chebyshev's Theorem.

Assessing the degree of criterion bias due to the use of Forbes data
prompted two tests. The first considered the degree of correspondence
among the rankings of the seventy-four MNCs on DOIINTS' FSTS, FATA,
OSTS, PDIO, and TMIE. The frequency of correspondence existed to the
degree one would expect by chance.8The second test considered Kendall's
tau between DOIINTSand each of the five single measures. All associations
were significant at the .0001 Ievel.9
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TABLE5
Sampled Company's Value on the Measurement Scale of DOIINTS

Company DOIINTS Company DOIINTS

1. CPC 3.13 38. Albbot 2.10
2. Exxon 3.02 39. Allied Signal 2.10
3. Colgate-Palmolive 2.97 40. Caterpillar 2.08
4. IBM 2.91 41. KimberlyClark 2.08
5. Gillette 2.90 42. Borden 2.00
6. Mobil 2.86 43. Philip Morris 2.00
7. Pfizer 2.83 44. Alcoa 1.97
8. American Brands 2.82 45. Dresser 1.95
9. DEC 2.81 46. Emerson Electric 1.94

10. Hewlett Packard 2.77 47. Union Carbide 1.94
11. Dow Chemical 2.75 48. Amoco 1.92
12. Merck 2.65 49. PPG 1.91
13. Johnson&Johnson 2.62 50. Quaker Oats 1.90
14. Coca-Cola 2.61 51. General Motors 1.88
15. Eli Lilly 2.59 52. Scott Paper 1.82
16. AMP 2.58 53. Rockwell Int'l 1.81
17. Avon 2.50 54. WR Grace 1.81
18. Motorola 2.45 55. Deere 1.75
19. Warner Lambert 2.45 56. Tenneco 1.74
20. Black & Decker 2.44 57. TRW 1.64
21. NCR 2.43 58. Baxter Travenol 1.64
22. Texaco 2.35 59. Sara Lee 1.63
23. 3M 2.33 60. Pepsi Cola 1.57
24. Procter & Gamble 2.32 61. Ralston-Purina 1.57
25. American Cyanamid 2.31 62. InternationalPaper 1.54
26. Goodyear 2.31 63. United Technologies 1.52
27. Unisys 2.30 64. Chevron 1.51
28. Heinz 2.29 65. Honeywell 1.44
29. Bristol-Myers 2.29 66. Xerox 1.38
30. Kellogg 2.27 67. Whirlpool 1.38
31. Eastman-Kodak 2.25 68. AtlanticRichfield 1.18
32. Intel 2.23 69. Westinghouse 1.13
33. Monsanto 2.17 70. General Electric 1.06
34. Ford 2.14 71. Phillips Petroleum 1.00
35. E.l. Dupont 2.14 72. Chrysler .94
36. Amer Home Products 2.13 73. Unocal .91
37. Texas Instruments 2.12 74. Sun .54

Method of Calculation

The five variables constituting DOIINTS-FSTS, FATA, OSTS, PDIO, TMIE-are ratio
variables. As such, the range of value for a firm is 0.0 (absolutely no international
involvement) to 5.0. (absolutely total internationalinvolvement). We calculate a firm's score
through the following operation:

FSTS + FATA+ OSTS + PDIO + TMIE- DO/INTS-

So, for example, IBM'svalue of 2.91 for DOIINTSwas derived accordingly:

.59 FSTS+ .50 FATA+ *77 OSTS+ *9 PDIO+ .15 TMIE= 2.91.
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TABLE 6
Company Rankings on Six Estimators of the Degree

of Internationalization of a Firm

Company DO/INTS FSTS FATA OSTS TMIE PDIO

CPC 1 12 9 14 1 1
Exxon 2 1 1 26 26 28
Colgate Palmolive 3 3 3 28 19 20
IBM 4 6 10 8 21 15
Gillette 5 2 2 19 10 46
Mobil 6 4 8 49 7 1
Pfizer 7 22 31 4 2 18
American Brands 6 15 11 1 38 17
DEC 9 9 7 3 25 43
Hewlett Packard 10 12 20 5 29 19
Dow Chemical 11 8 5 31 16 14
Merck 12 17 30 9 13 17
Johnson &Johnson 13 14 14 11 70 21
Coca-Cola 14 6 4 35 31 39
Eli Lilly 15 33 25 2 23 8
AMP 16 10 16 7 57 38
Avon 17 8 6 38 14 48
Motorola 18 13 29 13 43 41
Warner Lambert 19 18 40 12 5 57
Black & Decker 20 23 13 37 15 40
NCR 21 4 17 15 35 62
Texaco 22 20 64 51 6 1
3M 23 21 25 46 9 35
Procter &Gamble 24 39 51 23 3 34
American Cyanamid 25 28 23 33 22 37

DISCUSSION

Statistically,the resultssuggest thatDOIINTSprovidesa meaningfulmeasureof
the DOI of a fim. The significance of the item-scale correlations,satisfactory
alpha coefficient,10parsimonious factor structure,and normality of the dis-
tributionconfirmed that DOIINTSmet statistical standards.The exclusive use
of archival data to operationalize the attributevariables, by enabling repli-
cation, encourages developing a functional standardof measurement. Con-
ceptually, we believe DOIINTSis an improvement over other measurement
methods. In the least, the chronic arbitrarinessof measures of DOI suggests
that any progress is useful. More fundamentally, DOIINTSbegins to address
the threat of measurement error to the validity of research findings by
providinga methodto disentanglethemisleadinginfluencesof theseerrorsbefore
theory testing. Because DOIINTS integrates the instrumentaland positivistic
methods, it should benefit from the advantages of both techniques while
diminishing their deficiencies. Nunnally [1978:264] observes that "regardless
of what is found in item analysis, the final decision to include or reject an
item is based primarily on human judgement." The results of our study
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make such deliberation incidental. The elements of DOIINTS -performance
(FSTS), structural (FATA and OSTS), and attitudinal (TMIE and PDIO)-
conform with theory.

A Case in Point Revisited

Recall our earlier assertion that an explanation for the disarray of Table 1
was the seemingly inevitable use of FSTS as the estimator of DOI. A test
of this allegation is in order. In principle, Anderson, Sweeny and Williams
[1983] explain that the goodness of the inferential process is a function of
the goodness of fit of the distribution.In practice, presupposing that we had
used FSTS as the estimator of DOI in evaluating some attributeof the same
seventy-four MNCs, would the distributionof FSTS be normal? If yes, then
this outcome would challenge the alleged superiority of a DOIINTS versus
FSTS. Conversely, the non-normality of the distribution of FSTS would
testify to its tendency toward excessive measurement error.

To preempt concerns of rigor, the data used for this test were the three-year
average, 1988-1990, of FSTS for the seventy-four MNCs. Such short-term
smoothing helps neutralize irregularities in the data and improves the odds
of a normal distribution. The plot of the distribution of FSTS exhibited
irregularities.The computed chi-square of the distribution's goodness of fit,
y2I =25.62, exceeds the test statistic, X20=5.99.
This result supports the principle that use of a single-item estimator of a
construct creates the risk that any unusual circumstances that might distort
the normal validity of the measure will contaminate or ruin the goodness
of the results. More precisely, a research design that uses FSTS as the sole
indicator of DOI is vulnerable to the risk that a firm's foreign sales in the
period of study may be artificially inflated or deflated by some conceptually
iirelevant factor having nothing to do with the "true" internationalization
of a firm. For example, because MNCs consolidate foreign sales from a
variety of national currencies into a single numeraire, extreme variance in
the portfolio of currenciesacross firms or simply a randomshock in currency
rates can ruin the meaningfulness of FSTS. Since the nature of a single
measure precludes estimating its reliability, the use of such measures as the
basis for empirical study unwittingly creates the potential for biased data,
flawed analyses, and trivial or misleading results.

Lastly, this comparison of single- and multi-item measures corroboratesthis
paper's theme that a multi-item scale, such as DOIINTS, is more likely to tap
a broaderrange of the valid content of the total meaning of the construct of
a fmn's DOI. As such, the use of a multi-itemscale goes furtherto ensurethat
circumstances that may invalidate one dimension of the measurement scale
arenot so aptto invalidatethe entiremeasurementscale. If thaterroris endemic
to measurement, then the use of a multi-item scale enables errors to cancel
out or exert more of a randomeffect, therebyimproving the goodness of the
data, and ultimately, the goodness of inferences drawn from the data.
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CONCLUSION

The psychometric literatureasserts that reliably discriminating the domain
and attributesof a construct depends on minimizing measurement error.We
believe measuring DOI with the linear combination of FSTS, FATA, OSTS,
PDIO, and TMIE does so by reducing the error that results from sample,
systematic, and randombias. Coombs [1964] points out thata study's sample
is a major source of error. Notwithstanding variation in their absolute and
relative internationalization,scholars typically treat "MNCs" as isomorphic
in theirsamplingmethod.The intrinsiclimitationsof positivisticandinstrumental
approaches compound sampling error by aggravating existing systematic
error-i.e., consistently over-reporting or under-reportingthe attributes of
the sample-and random error-i.e., inadvertently reinforcing or diluting
the observed relationships among variables. If unchecked, these sources of
measurement errordistort estimates of the magnitude and relevance of the
actual relationship and preclude distinguishing traitvariance from unwanted
method variance, thereby inducing errorsin inference [Bagozzi, Youjae and
Phillips 1991; Cook and Campbell 1979]. Our results lead us to conclude
that DOIINTS,by providing a method to improve the goodness of the sample
as well as clarifying the extent of random and systematic error,fortifies the
reliability of measurement and validity of interpretation.

Ultimately, the challenge of this area of study is transformingthe diversity
of empirical reportson the internationalizationof a firm into received theory.
Table 2 suggests that theory testing remains ambiguous precisely because
we cannot ascertain whether the acceptance or rejection of a hypothesis is
the result of excessive errorin measurement or the adequacy or inadequacy
of prevailing theories of the internationalization of the firm. Even if an
intuitively useful relationship is detected, such as Johanson and Vahlne's
[1977] notion that psychic distance moderates the incremental path of the
international expansion of a firm, the magnitude of the relationship can be
significantly understatedor overstated because of measurement error.This,
in turn, raises questions regarding the explanatory power of the model, as
exemplified by the subsequent reportsof Millington and Bayliss [1990] and
Sullivan and Bauerschmidt[1990] thatreject the alleged influence of psychic
distance. If unchecked, such uncertainty reduces the practical relevance of
research results.

Schoenfeldt [1984:78] notes that "The constructionof the measuring device
is perhaps the most importantsegment of any study. Many well-conceived
researchstudies have neverseen the light of day because of flawed measures."
Korman [1974] and Schwab [1980] echo these concerns, concluding that
theoreticalprogressis simply not possible withoutadequatemeasurement.We
have arguedthatprogressdemandsa coherentapproachto determinethereliability
of measurementandthevalidityof fmdings.We believethatthemeasurementscale
of DOIJN contributesa meaningfulmethodto facilitateprogress.
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FUTURE RESEARCH

While content validity falls within the scope of a single study, establishing
constructvalidityrequiresevidence frommany studiesusing differentmeasures
[Cook and Campbell 1979; Fiske 1982; Nunnally 1978]. The construct
validity of DOI can only be inferred through the pattern and magnitude of
covariation among multiple measures of the construct and a comparison of
these measures to measures of one or more other constructs.Conducting this
analysis requiresestimating discriminantand convergent validity. Estimating
each property requires the input of multiple as well as dissimilar methods
and measures. Such estimationis not currentlypossible. Granted,instrumental
and positivistic research suggest a few potential measures. Still, we lack the
multiplicity of dissimilar, empirical measures of DOI that would provide
the inputsinto the proceduresof constructvalidation.More precisely, methods
of constructvalidation,such as multitrait-multimethod,first-orderconfirmatory
factor analysis, second-order confirmatory factor analysis, and hierarchial
confirmatory factor analysis, impose stringent methodological standards.
Each technique demands multiple, dissimilar, and tested empirical measures
of the construct that, at the least, have exhibited some degree of content
validity. Currently,the researchreportsof internationalbusiness, with regard
to providinga diversityof empiricalmeasuresand methods of estimating DOI
with more than simply face validity, do not permit satisfying the general, to
say nothing of the more specific, conditionsof constructvalidationprocedures.

Futureresearchcan help build the inventoryof multiple, dissimilar measures
and methodsrequiredto evaluatethe constructvalidity of DOI. The limitations
of our design suggest two immediate points of innovation for these efforts.
First, other measures may complement or replace the items that comprise
DOI,N1. Try as we did, we foundthis set was not exhaustive.Imaginationmay
lead to more creative uses of archival data. Second, testing the reliability
of our scale or another scale in different populations promises to refine the
reliabilityof measuringDOI. Granted,Chandler[1986] confirms the relevance
of sampling the traditional domain of large, American MNCs. Still, our
sample does not represent small- or medium-sized exporters and MNCs,
service companies, or non-American firms.

NOTES

1. The sample of 74 MNCs includes 49 firms that have been listed every year plus the 25 firms that
are also listed in 1990 but that are not members of the group of 49. Regarding the latter, these firms
have been ranked anywhere from I to 10 years, with the distribution skewed toward higher frequencies.
The 46 manufacturing firms excluded from the study were ranked early or sporadically, or have since
gone private, merged, or been acquired.

2. Chandler [1986:444] reported that American MNCs "are still clustered in much the same type of
industries, and in most of these industries the leaders in the first decade of the century were still the
leaders in the ninth decade."

3. This statistic may underestimateTop Managers' InternationalExperience given the possibility of career
changes and unreported company affiliations. However, we assume that this variation is systematic
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acrossthesamplegivenreportingrequirementsimposedby theDirectoryas well as protocolsgoverning
the formatandbreadthof professionalresumes.

4. JohansonandVahlne[1977]concludethata firm'sinternationalexpansionradiatesfromthehome
marketin a systematicfashion:theoperationsof thefirmareextendedfirstto thosemarketsthatbest
fit the cognitiveand resourcecharacterof the company,and ultimatelythose of the poorestfit. A
quasi-concentricexpansionpatternemergesbecauseextendingthefm's internationaloperationsrequires
managingthe progressivelycomplexcontingenciesof progressivelyless similarmarkets.

5. RonenandShenkar's[1985]meta-analysisof cross-culturalstudiesdecomposedthe worldinto ten
psychologicalzones-"Anglo, Germanic,Nordic,NearEastern,Arab,FarEastern,LatinAmerican,Latin
European,Independent,andOther."Weusedthesecategoriesasa templatetoassessthepsychicdistribution
of eachfirm'ssubsidiaries.Forinstance,if CompanyY reportedthefollowingdistributionof units,

National Site of Subsidiary Psychic Zone
1. Austria 1. Germanic
2. Canada 2. Anglo
3. Belgium 3. LatinEuropean
4. Chile 4. LatinAmerican
5. HongKong 5. FarEastern
6. Greece 6. NearEastern
7. Bermuda 7. Other

thenit wascreditedwithoperatinga subsidiaryin thecorrespondingzone,andassigneda scoreof 70%.

6. Onecanuse anyof threetechniquesto establishthereliabilityof measurement:internalconsistencyis
concernedwiththedegreeto whichtheitemsonaninstrumentareinterrelated;test-retestdirectsattention
to thedegreeto whicha scale is stableovertime;and,interraterreliabilityis concernedwiththedegree
of agreementamongmultipleindependentjudges.The inappropriatenessof thetest-retestandinterrater
methodsto ourresearchquestionled to evaluatingtheinternalconsistencyof a scaleof singleitems.

7. Rumelt[1974] suggeststhattherelationshipbetweenthe "type" of firm,as definedby the degree
of "relatedness"amongthefirm'sproducts,discriminatesthecharacterof industrialcompanies.The
degreeof relatednessamongthe firnm'sproducts,Rumeltnotes,fundamentallyinfluencesproductlife
cycle pressuresand the potentialfor synergy.As such, differenttypes of firmsexperiencedifferent
levels of productpressureto internationalizeoperations.

8. Withregardsto the intersectionin the rankingsof firmsin termsof DOIINTSandFSTS,only two
firms sharethe same rank.For DOI,N,, and FATA,fourfirmssharethe same rank;for DOIINT and
OSTS,six firmssharethe same rank;for DOIINTSand TMIE,five firmssharethe samerank;andfor
DOIINTsandPDIO, fourfirmssharethe samerank.

9. The strengthof each associationwas such: DOIINTS and FSTS (tau=.68), DOIINTS and FATA
(tau=.64),DOIINTS andOSTS(tau=.57),DOIIN7 and TMIE(tau=.41),DOI,N7s andPDIO (tau=.45).

10. Nunnally[1978] notesthatanalphaof .70 is the lowerboundfor an exploratoryeffort.Pastthis
threshold,one can be reasonablycertainthatthereis strongcovarianceamongthe itemsas well as
thatthe samplingdomainhas beenadequatelycaptured.
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